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NEW QUESTION: 1
A customer is using a cloud storage program that maintains a
copy of local file on the cloud storage servers. The WF network
is not very fast, and the customer users bandwidth intensive
video streaming all day. Which of the following parameters
should be adjust to keep the cloud storage program from using
too much bandwidth?
A. Synchronization settings
B. QoS settings
C. Wireless settings
D. Video streaming settings
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 2

Your network contains an Active Directory forest named
contoso.com. The forest is managed by using Microsoft
System Center 2012.
You plan to create virtual machine templates to deploy servers
by using the Virtual Machine
Manager Self-service Portal (VMMSSP).
To the Virtual Machine Manager (VMM) library, you add a VHD
that has a generalized image of Windows Server 2012.
You need to identify which VMM components must be associated
with the image.
Which components should you identify? (Each correct answer
presents part of the solution.
Choose all that apply.)
A. A capability profile
B. A hardware profile
C. A guest OS profile
D. A host profile
Answer: B,C
Explanation:
Profiles
VMM provides the following profiles:
* (A) Guest operating system profile-A guest operating system
profile defines operating system configured settings which will
be applied to a virtual machine created from the template. It
defines common operating system settings such as the type of
operating system, the computer name, administrator password,
domain name, product key, and ti me zone, answer file and run
once file.
* (B) Hardware profile-A hardware profile defines hardware
configuration settings such as CPU, memory, network adapters, a
video adapter, a DVD drive, a floppy drive, COM ports, and the
priority given the virtual machine when allocating resources on
a virtual machine host.
Incorrect:
Not D: VMM also includes host profiles. Host profiles are not
used for virtual machine creation.
They are used during the conversion of a bare-metal computer to
a Hyper-V host.
Reference:
Creating Profiles and Templates in VMM Overview
https://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/library/jj860424.aspx

NEW QUESTION: 3
Which two types of files are the most common used in APIs for
programmability? (Choose two.)
A. PERL
B. BASH
C. JSON
D. XML
E. HTML
Answer: C,D

NEW QUESTION: 4
You are designing an OSPF topology for a client using Cisco
Nexus 7000 Series switches. Your client asks if it is possible
to utilize non-stop forwarding and graceful restart on the
Cisco Nexus switches because they will connect to the gateway
routers of another vendor.
How do you respond?
A. Nexus 7000 Series switches support the IETF method and NSF
and GR will function properly
B. Nexus 7000 Series switches support NSF and GR with Cisco
devices only
C. Nexus 7000 Series switches must connect to Cisco Catalyst
6800/6900 Series switches to support NSF and GR with the other
vendor gateway routers
D. Nexus 7000 Series switches lack support for NSF and GR
Answer: A
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